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Abstract

The power saving is one of the important issue in the embedded systems. To reduce the consumption of the microprocessor of such a system, a way is to power down it when it is inactive. Theoretically, the time during which the microprocessor is inactive represents a pure gain of energy. But practically, we must consider that this time comprises a slot of time during which the clock must be synchronized. We propose to aggregate the idle times of the microprocessor to power down it the least possible but for the longest time possible. This aggregation can be perform by using a Slack Stealer algorithm.

1. Introduction and Application context

The context of the present study of power saving is the medical remote monitoring for elderly. The proportion of elderly is increasing in all societies throughout the world. As they are becoming older, they want to preserve their independence, autonomy and way of life. Several research teams have developed a number of systems for in-home health care monitoring and prevention towards day life risks. These systems are based on the deployment of several sensors in home in order to prevent and/or detect critical situations. They offer the comfort and independence of staying at home, the security of daily monitoring and proper medical attention. These sensors need to communicate with a central unit which take the decision to send the emergency in a distress case. In order to install the sensors a wireless solution is the only acceptable but which imply also a good autonomy.

To provide one answer to the medical remote monitoring, we assembled a group of researches from different backgrounds within a consortium (QuoVADis\textsuperscript{1}) in order to develop a platform for several uses and to meet the needs identified above. QuoVADis is a French National project which aims to answering two of the problems arising from keeping elderly people at home: cognitive stimulation and the safety indoor.

The first platform developed within this project [2] manages a system consisting of three modalities: a set of microphones disposed into the living rooms of the home of the elderly, a portable device that can measure heart rate, detect posture and possibly the fall of the person equipped and a set of infrared sensors that detect the presence of the person in a given part and also the standing posture of the person in question. The output of these three heterogeneous systems are collected, processed and fused through a multimodal platform (EMUTEM) [6].

The sound environment is used like an important source of information about the possible distress situations (screams, glass breaking, dishes, distress expressions). All microphones in the current implementation are connected to a central unit (embedded PC) in order to analyze the sound environment [3] in real time. We analyses currently the possibility to decentralize the treatments and to allow the use of embedded system based on DSP. This study concerning the task organization aims to evaluate the cost in terms of precessing time and power consumption in the case of decentralization of sound environment analyze.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a model representing a theoretical view of a sensor embedded system. In Section 3, we present several kind of class of Slack Stealer algorithm and we justify our choice. In Section 4, we show results of simulation. Finally, we conclude in Section 5 and we introduce future work in Section 6.

2. Preliminary Definitions

2.1. Sensor Model

Because we propose a general solution instead of a particular implementation for a specific system, we must introduce a model representing a sensor embedded system. This

\textsuperscript{1}http://quovadis.ibisc.univ-evry.fr/
The model is made of three modules: a set of sensors, communication and processing modules.

![Diagram of a sensor embedded system]

The sensors module corresponds to the sensor part of the sensor node. The sensor part collects data about its environment. This module generates a stream of messages which will be sent to the processing module.

The communication module enables a sensor node to communicate with other sensor nodes. Other sensor nodes collect data which can be received by this module and the suitable streams of messages are sent to the processing module. In the same way, locally processed data can be sent to other sensor nodes.

2.2. Real-Time Systems

Real-time systems are sets of tasks which have a priority, a cost and a deadline. The cost of a task is a worst case execution time. These tasks must not run over their deadline. The scheduler executes the available task with the highest priority. In our study, we consider preemptive scheduler with fixed priority. In such a scheduler, priority are not inheritable and a task can stop another task which has a lower priority. We can simply define the slack time in such a system as the period when the system is inactive.

Several kinds of task exists:

- periodic tasks which have a period. At each period, they are activated and an instance of these tasks must be executed,
- sporadic tasks which have a pseudo-period. They have the same properties that the periodic tasks but the pseudo-period is the minimum inter-arrival period. We can consider the worst pseudo-period for this type of task and it becomes easily assimilated with periodic tasks,
- aperiodic tasks which have no period. We cannot expect the arrival instant of these tasks.

In order to make our solution conceivable, we must consider aperiodic tasks as not the main type of task in the system. We can suffer aperiodic task in so much as their arrival is infrequent. Otherwise any speculation is possible.

2.3. Idle Times

A simple way to manage idle times is the scheduling of a task which has the priority the lowest. We can fix for this task an arbitrarily high cost. We just want this task to be executed when the system is inactive. This task could power down the processor. But without any scheduler modification, it can not predict its execution time. If the execution time of the sleeping task is lower than the necessary time to start the processor, some tasks can be postponed and don’t meet their deadline. So we must add the time to power down and restart the processor in the worst case execution time to each periodic task. The advantage of this method is its simplicity. But we must increase the cost of the tasks because we can not know the length of the period of inactivity.

Because the over-cost of the first method is too high, we propose the use of a periodic task called “task server”. We set its periodic cost called its capacity. So the time for starting the processor can be incorporated in the server cost. This method avoids to don’t modify the worst case execution time of each periodic tasks. But the polling server can use not all the available idle times.

This method builds on slack stealer algorithms. These algorithms allow to compute the maximal value of slack times postponing periodic tasks with the constraint that they meet their deadline. We present these algorithms in the next section. The advantage of this method is that many scattered slack times can be aggregated. So the processor can be powered down less often but longer.
3. Slack Stealer Algorithms

The Slack is the maximum time that all tasks of the real-time system can be delayed without missing their deadline. We present in the following paragraphs several classes of algorithms called Slack Stealer which compute the Slack and we justify the choice of the last class, the approximate Slack Stealer algorithms.

The class of static algorithms is historically represented by the Lehoczky and Ramos-Thuel algorithm [7]. These algorithms compute the Slack value for each instance of each task before the starting up of the system and store it. During the execution of the system, the value of the Slack is known at time instant without more computation. These algorithms seem attractive because their don’t require computation when the system is on-line. But they assume that the instants of the activation of the tasks are known. This assumption is restrictive in our case. Furthermore, a non negligible space is needed to store the Slack values. This class of algorithms is not a good choice to implement our solution.

The class of dynamic algorithms is well represented by the Davis algorithm [1]. Contrary to static algorithms, they don’t perform precomputation and so, they don’t stock Slack values in memory. These algorithms compute the available Slack in the system on demand. They also seem attractive, but the complexity of the computation is in \(O(n^2)\) where \(n\) is the number of tasks. Thus the implementation of such an algorithm is not possible for our solution.

The class of approximate algorithms is known to compute estimation of the Slack value. The algorithms of [7] and [1] give optimal values. Even if the algorithm presented in [5] give values which can be non maximal, it compute the Slack with linear complexity function of the number of tasks. This class of algorithms offer a good compromise between the computation time and the correctness of the result. We can implement such an algorithm for our solution.

We represent in Figure 3, a system of 3 periodic tasks. The task \(\tau_1\) is the most priority and \(\tau_3\) the less priority. When many tasks are active in the same time, the most priority are executed. We also represent the value of the Slack at each instant \(t\). “Exact Slack” corresponds to the value computed from a dynamic algorithm [1] and “Approximate Slack” corresponds to the value computed from an approximate algorithm [5]. When just one line is represented, the value estimated by the approximate algorithm is the same as the value computed by the exact algorithm. We remark that the approximation offers good results with regard to the exact value. To provide the better efficiency, we must power down the processor as few as possible because the restarting process represents a non-negligible cost. We remark that there is peak values for the Slack and they occur it is idle. In b), we show that the time during which the sensor is powered down can be increased by delaying the task. Slack Stealer algorithms allows us to know the length of the delay. In our example, we fix the cost of the task to 2 units of time and we fix the clock synchronization duration to 1 unit of time. During the clock synchronization, the system is restarted but it is not usable. Without the Slack management, the system can be powered down during \(7 \times 4 = 28\) units of time. With the Slack management, the system is powered down 2 times instead of 4 and during \(2 \times 15 = 30\) units of time.

4. Simulation Results

The results of simulation presented in the following section was obtained from a real-time simulator which was developed by Masson [4].

Firstly, we consider the instants when the processor can be switch off. Secondly, we compare various methods to exploit idle times.

![Figure 3. A system of 3 tasks with the associated slack at each instant.](image)

We show in Figure 2 the idea of our solution. We represented in a) a task representing the treatment of a event. This task is periodic and we power down the system when
when a task is finished. To compute the \textit{Slack}, the algorithm considers the current deadline of the active tasks. But when a task finished, the algorithm considers its next deadline. So we can say that a finished task reload the \textit{Slack}. The approximate algorithm updates the \textit{Slack} estimation at the beginning and at the end of each task. So we know at the end of each task if we have enough \textit{Slack} to power down the processor and restart it without tasks miss their deadline.

![Figure 4. Average length of an idle times.](image)

We compare in Figure 4 the average length of an idle times function of a power down threshold. 10 systems of 10 tasks has been generated; each system has a CPU load of 80%, so 20% of time is idle.

The simulations go on 800 seconds. We compare 3 methods to exploit idle times. The first method is a background task with a priority lesser than all other tasks. We show that the idle times have a very short length compared with other methods. The reason is that the idle times are scattered. The polling server is a better solution because a task is allowed and this task consume the maximum possible time. But it doesn’t take advantage of all idle times. Therefore, the \textit{Slack} appears as the better solution here. Indeed it aggregates idle times by delaying the task.

![Figure 5. Total length of sleeping period.](image)

We compare in Figure 5 the total length of sleeping periods function of a power down threshold. The same parameters of simulation as previously has been used except that the CPU load was take the values 40%, 60% and 80%. We show that the total time during which the processor can be powered down is longer when we use \textit{Slack} algorithm than when we use other methods. An exception occurs when the system is very loaded and the suspend threshold is small. But we can consider that this situation is critical and it is not acceptable in our application context. We show by these results that we can optimize the power saving of a processor by aggregating idle times using an approximate \textit{Slack} algorithm. If we consider that to start a idle processor represents a non-negligible cost, this solution can be a good alternative to passive power saving.

5. Conclusions

We presented in this paper a model to abstract a sensor node. We used this model to consider a sensor node as a real-time system. We proposed different methods to manage idle period in such systems and power down the processor during this period. We proposed to aggregate this idle period to increase the period of cutting off using slack stealer algorithms. After the presentation of different slack stealer algorithms, we proposed to use a approximate algorithm and we explained when power down the processor. Finally, we presented results of simulation which show the
viability of our assumptions.

This first study of sensor model (in terms of acquisition and processing) allowed us to go to the decentralization of sensors signal processing in order to increase the system reliability and in the same have a good energy autonomy.

6. Future Work

We have to implement this solution on real time embedded sensors to perform measures on a real system. A first step will be to consider a single sensor and validate the solution. A second step could be to find a distributed solution for the wireless ad-hoc sensor networks. If the sensors communicate with a sink, they can be turned off without impact on the connectivity of the network. But in an ad-hoc network, we can power down a node only if the graph stay connected.
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